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A photonic quantum memory is a device capable of storing a quantum state of light and

return it at a later time [1]. These devices have the capacity to synchronize stochastic production

events in photon production, making them essential building blocks for long-distance quantum

networks and quantum computing based in linear optics [2]. An important benchmark required

for these applications is being able store and retrieve at frequencies comparable to modern

electronic devices operating in the GHz range. We compare two broadband memory protocols

mapping photons into hot alkali vapour excitations: the Raman quantum memory storing

photons as coherences between two hyperfine ground levels [3], and the ORCA quantum memory

[4], storing in coherences between a hyperfine ground level and a doubly excited orbital level.

Applications into photonic temporal mode manipulation and frequency conversion using these

protocols are discussed.
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Figure 1. Level diagrams for photon storage a) for the Raman memory b) for the ORCA

memory. Two-photon transitions are induced by an incoming single photon (blue) and a

strong control laser pulse (red), mapping the photon into a coherence (black loops) for

storage. To read out, a second control laser pulse reactivates the two-photon transition

retrieving the stored photon.
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